As An Exam Candidate, Understand Ethical Behaviors Throughout The Testing Process:

BEFORE AN EXAM
- Learn from toolkit resources, especially examples of what can and cannot be discussed.
- Read the candidate handbook.
- Stick to the exam content outline text when discussing preparations.
- Do not ask others about specific exam content.

DURING AN EXAM
- Follow all security personnel and exam proctor rules.
- Do not bring unauthorized items into the exam setting.
- Do not try to memorize content.

AFTER AN EXAM
- Do not make notes after testing.
- Do not refer to specific exam content you witnessed during the exam verbally or in writing beyond the exam content outline – this is cheating.
- Do not tell others that specific content was not on your exam – with multiple exam forms, it may be on someone else's form.
- Do not ask PNCB what questions you missed. PNCB cannot expose specific content on the exam.